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TEcliNICAL SPECIFICATION PAGES WLTH PEN AND INK CHANGES

The following Technical Specification for Facility
Operating License No. NPF-57 are effected by
this license amendment request:
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EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (Continued)

ACTION: (Continued)

1. With the HPCI system inoperable, restore the HPCI system to
OPERABLE status within 14 days or be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN
within the next 12 hours and reduce reactor steam dome pressure
to 5 200 psig within the following 24 hours.

d. For the ADS:

1. With one of the above required ADS valves inoperable, provided
the HPCI system, the core spray system and the LPCI system are
OPERABLE, restore the inoperable ADS valve to OPERABLE status
within 14 days or be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next
12 hours and reduce reactor steam dome pressure to 1100 psig
within the next 24 hours.

2. With two or more r he above required ADS valves inoperable,
be in at least H01. c)TDOWN within 12 hours and reduce reactor
steam iome pressure to 5 100 psig within the next 24 hours.

With a CSS and/or LPCI header AP instrumentation channel iroperable.' e.

',(/( restore the inoperable channel to OPERABLE status within ,' days or
determine the ECCS header aP locally at least once per 12 hours;
otherwise, declare the associated ECCS subsystem inoperable,4 :p*' b p-b$' - '/ s
WithaLPCIand/p[CCSdischargeJine"keepfilled"jdlarm instru-y f.

/# 9/ mentation inopp able, perform Sdveillance Requirphent 4.5.1.a. lf .
-o

, p. In the event an ECCS system is actuated and injects water into the
| / Reactor Coolant System, a Special Report shall be prepared and sub-

k mitted to the Commission pursuant to Specification 6.9.2 withine

90 days describing the circumstances of the actuation and the total,

accumulateo actuation cycles to date. The current value of the,

usage factor for each affected safety injection nozzle shall be
provided in this Special Report whenever its value exceeds 0.70.
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INSERT FOR TXCHNICAL SPECIFICATION PAGE 3/4 5-3:

f. The discharge line " keep filled" alarm instrumentation
associated with a LPCI and/or CCS subsystem (s) may be in an
inoperable status for up to 6 hours for required
surveillance testing * provided that the " keep filled" alarm
instrumentation associated with at least one LPCI or CCS
subsystem serviced by the affected " keep filled" system
remains OPERABLE; otherwise, perform Surveillance
Requirement 4.5.1.a.1.a.

_

NOTE FOR TECHNIQAL HPECIFICATION PAGE 3/4 5-31

*This includes testing of the " Reactor Coolant System Interface
Valves Leakage: Pressure Monitors" associated with LPCI and CSS
in accordance with Surveillance 4.4.3.2.3.
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